Driving the Mazda MX-5 Rendez-vous you’re not only surrounded by pure style but impressive refinement at your fingertips. Bluetooth® connectivity, crisp control and a premium Bose® sound system all featured on the 2.0-litre Roadster Coupe complement the sports styling. Heated sports seats wrapped in fine leather further enhance the interior feel. The premium feeling is accentuated by the finely-detailed contrast stitching, and complement the premium feel throughout the cabin. Luxury Rendez-vous model features the unique interior design, welcoming you every time you’re about to set off.

Both models feature a 6-speed manual transmission, Dynamic Stability Control and Traction Control System - so you’re always in control whilst the stiff bush provides razor-sharp handling. 2.0-litre models also feature a limited slip differential for greater rear stability and control. Climate control air conditioning is standard across the range, but doesn’t take away from that exhilarating open-top roadster thrill.

**Mazda MX-5 Rendez-vous Special Edition key features:**

- Available in either metallic (M00) Turin Red or 2.0-litre (M01) Roadster Orange
- 6-speed Manual transmission
- Electronic and eco aids
- Unique Touch (17”-inch alloy wheels with 205/45R17 tyres)
- Leather trim
- Front fog lights
- Chrome side skirts, headlight and front fog light surrounds
- Unique door and interior panels with grey upholstery and red seat bolster
- Leather steering wheel and shift knob over black Alcantara
- Stone leather door trim
- Electric adjustable door mirrors with heated function
- Cruise control (1.8-litre model only)
- Integrated steering wheel audio controls
- Climate control air conditioning
- Trip computer
- Premium Bose® sound system with 4x2-changed, AM/FM radio, seven speakers and Bluetooth® (2.0-litre model only)
- Single CD audio unit with AM/FM radio and six speakers (2.0-litre manual only)
- SMT/CDW (Changable CD and auxiliary input port
- Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with Electronic Brakeforce Distribution (EBD)
- Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) and Traction Control System (TCS)
- Limited slip differential (2.0-litre model only)
- Unique Mazda Rendez-vous packs

*The illustrations and technical specifications apply to the Mazda MX-5 Rendez-vous and may vary in each market. Mazda Motor Corporation is not liable for any errors or omissions in this brochure. The illustrations and technical specifications are those of our marketing services.*

Mazda Motors UK Limited reserves the right to introduce changes in specifications and equipment due to the ongoing product development process. Colours and trim samples shown in this brochure may vary from the actual product because of the limitations of the printing process. It is recommended that you consult your local dealer when referring to these. Information contained within this brochure is supplementary to the main vehicle brochure (MK4A650E).
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LUXURIOUS THRILLS

The Mazda MX-5 thrills at every turn, exhilaration can be found as your finger tips grip the sporty steering wheel, whilst chrome accents highlight the high quality detail throughout. Named after a modern Japanese martial art, Mazda is renowned for exemplary driving spirit, outstanding dynamic movement and refinement, all captured within this new special edition model. The MX-5 comes available in elegant Diamond Grey Mist and Sparkling Black Mist, capturing Zoom Zoom style at every stage.

This striking MX-5 combines unique special features blended with the true roadster elements that have made the Mazda MX-5 the benchmark roadster of all time. Perfect 50:50 weight distribution, rear wheel drive and a superb power-to-weight ratio are complemented by the unique driveability. 17" forged sports alloy wheels (Sport) and with options of alloy sport seats and an MX-5 Sport Top.

It all pairs happily combine with unmatched driving pleasure.